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SELECTIVE POPULATION OF SECONDARY

cache, the following is performed when data is provided as

CACHE EMPLOYING HEAT METRICS

a candidate to be inserted in the secondary cache:
determining heat metrics of data of the data storage
system ;

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

5

This invention relates to computer- implemented data stor-

age caches, and more particularly to caches having multiple
levels .

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

selecting data to tentatively be evicted from the secondary
comparing the heat metric of candidate data submitted for

cache;
10

admission to the secondary cache to the heat metric of the
tentatively evicted data ;

rejecting candidate data provided to the secondary data

storage cache whose heat metric is less than the heat metric

Computer -implemented data storage systems typically
comprise various types of data storage in which data is

of the tentatively evicted data ; and
admitting to the secondary data storage cache, candidate

stored on behalf of host computer systems. Storage controls

data provided to the secondary data storage cache whose

or controllers control access to data storage media and 15 heatmetric is equal to or greater than the heat metric of the

memories in response to read and write requests. The storage

tentatively evicted data .

devices such as cache, non - volatile storage , RAID (redun -

additionally comprises a first data storage cache and data

controls may direct the data in accordance with data storage

In a further embodiment, the cache data storage system

dant array of independent disks ), JBOD ( just a bunch of storage ; and wherein the heat metrics are based on heat of
disks), etc . arranged into various redundancy, access speed 20 the data while the data was stored in any of the first data

and security levels.
As an example , an International Business Machines Corp .
(IBM® ) ESS ( Enterprise Storage Server ) such as a
DS8000TM has redundant clusters of computer entities,

storage cache , the secondary data storage cache and the data
storage , of the data storage system .
In another embodiment, the tentatively evicted data is
determined with an LRU algorithm , and the heatmetric of

complexes ” or “CECs” .

plurality of data at an LRU end of the LRU algorithm .

cache, non -volatile storage , etc ., called “ central electronics 25 the tentatively evicted data is based on heat metrics of a

Within a data storage system , a cache comprises a fast
In a further embodiment,the data comprise pages ofdata ;
memory or storage device used to store data or instructions and the heatmetrics are determined by counting hits for the
that were accessed recently , are accessed frequently , or are data on a per page basis.
likely to be accessed in the near future . Data stored in cache 30 In a still further embodiment, the data comprise pages of
can be accessed quickly instead of being fetched or recom - data ; and the heat metrics are determined by counting hits to
puted , saving both time and resources.
extents comprising multiple pages.
Cache can be provided in multiple levels . For example , a
In another embodiment, the heat metrics are of data of an
cache data storage system may comprise both a “ first” or accessed data list, and in the method , reference to the data
" primary " cache and a “ secondary ” cache. Typically , the first 35 is inserted into the accessed data list as it is hit, unless the
cache has faster access and is more costly per unit of data
reference already exists in the accessed data list ; the heat

than a secondary cache , and the secondary cache has greater

metrics are determined for the data of the accessed data list;

storage capacity than the first cache . For example , a first
cache comprises dynamic random access memory (DRAM ),

and a cold heat metric is assumed for data not in the accessed
data list.

while the secondary cache comprises flash memory solid - 40 In a further embodiment, the data comprise pages of data ,
state drives such as “ Flash _ Cache ” ( TM International Busiand each reference of the accessed data list is a reference to
ness Corp .). When accessing data, a computing system or a page of data, and the method additionally maintains a
device may first look for data in the first cache and, if the pointer to a page of data for each reference .
data is not present there , look for the data in the secondary
For a fuller understanding of the present invention , ref

cache. When writing data , a computing system or device 45 erence should bemade to the following detailed description

may write data to the first cache. If data in the first cache is

taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

not accessed promptly or frequently , this data may be
demoted to the secondary cache. If data is not accessed
promptly or frequently from the secondary cache , itmay be

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

evicted to slower access speed data storage such as RAID , 50 FIG . 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary network and
computer -implemented storage server system in which the
JBOD , etc.

Typically, a LRU (least recently used ) algorithm is

present invention may be implemented ;

employed to select which data to demote to the next lower

FIG . 2 is a diagrammatic illustration of a computer

implemented cache data storage system of FIG . 1 ;

level.

Methods, computer-implemented cache data storage sys -

FIG . 3 is a diagrammatic illustration of various states of
FIG . 4 is a flow chart depicting an exemplary method of
operating the system of FIGS. 1 and 2 .

controlling population of data into secondary data storage 60

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

55

tems, and computer program products are provided for
cache. “ Secondary ” in this context is any level of data
storage cache between a first level of data storage cache and
a data storage system . Thus , in a tri-level data storage cache ,

“ secondary ” data storage cache may be the second level or
the third level.
In one embodiment of a computer - implemented cache

data storage system comprising a secondary data storage

the system of FIGS. 1 and 2 ; and

INVENTION

This invention is described in preferred embodiments in
the following description with reference to the Figures, in
65 which like numbers represent the same or similar elements .
While this invention is described in terms of the best mode

for achieving this invention 's objectives, it will be appreci
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ated by those skilled in the art that variations may be accessed again by a host 102, the server 206 may fetch the
accomplished in view of these teachings without deviating data from the cache 218 instead of fetching it from storage
from the spirit or scope of the invention .
203 and 204 , saving both time and resources . Similarly ,
Referring to FIG . 1, an example of computer -based net when a host system 102 performsa write , the server 206 may
work architecture 100 is illustrated with a computer -imple - 5 store, or host system 102 may direct that the data be stored ,
mented data storage system 110 which may implement a? in cache 218 to be destaged to the storage 203 and 204 at a
computer- implemented cache data storage system and meth later time. When a write is stored in cache 218 , the write may
ods discussed herein . The architecture 100 is presented only also be stored in non -volatile storage (NVS) 220 of the
by way of example and is not intended to be limiting. The opposite
server 206 so that the write can be recovered by the
computer - implemented cache data storage system and meth - 10
opposite
server 206 in the event the first server 206 fails.
ods disclosed herein may be applicable to a wide variety of
Referring
to FIGS. 1 and 2 , a storage system 110 may
different computers , servers , data storage systems, and net
work architectures .

comprise both data storage 204 , such as hard disk drives , and

operation of switches 202 and data storage 203 and 204 . The
data storage may comprise , for example , arrays of solid -state

cache 218 , serving as a first cache, and the hard disk drives
204 . The use of a large secondary cache 300 may signifi

drives and hard disk drives accessible via switches 202 .
Alternatively or additionally , the data storage 203 and 204

cantly improve the I/O performance of the storage system
110 .

storage libraries with many devices . All or any of the host

received by a server 206 , the server may initially look for

The exemplary network architecture 100 may comprise data storage 203 , such as solid state drives (SSDs) based on
or more host computer systems 102 coupled to a 15 non - volatile memory such as flash memory . The input/
network , such as a storage area network (SAN ) 108 . The output (I/O ) performance of SSD drives or other types of
solid state memory is typically far faster than the I/O
network 108 may comprise any suitable private or public
performance of hard disk drives. Because of the higher I/O
interconnection using any suitable protocol.
The storage system 110 comprises a storage control 200 performance, the SSDs 203 may, in certain embodiments, be
configured to transfer data to and from and to control the 20 used to provide a large secondary cache 300 between the

may comprise individual devices or may comprise data 25

Using the secondary cache 300 if a read request is

systems 102 may direct and utilize the storage system 110
data in the first cache 218 and , if the data is not present, look
and utilize the storage control 200 and data caching system
for the data in the secondary cache 300 residing in the SSDs
herein .
203 . If the data is not available in either cache, the server 206
The caching system may be implemented within a storage 30 may retrieve the data from the hard disk drives 204 . Simi
control 200 and may also be applicable to other storage larly , when writing or modifying data , a server 206 may
systems. As shown, the storage control 200 comprises one or initially write the data or modified data to the first cache 218 .
more servers 206 . The control 200 may also comprise host

T he data may eventually be destaged to the secondary cache

adapters 208 and device adapters 210 to provide the inter - 300 to make room in the first cache 218 . This data may
faces to connect the control 200 to host systems 102 and data 35 ultimately be destaged to the disk drives 204 to make space
storage 203 and 204 , respectively . Multiple servers 206a ,

available in the secondary cache 300 .

206b may provide redundancy to ensure that data is always

When data is read from hard disk drives 204 , it may also

available to connected hosts 102 . Thus , should one server

be stored in the first cache 218 in case it will be accessed

206a fail, the other server 206b may remain functional to

again .

ensure that data transfer is able to continue between the host 40 As an example , the secondary cache 300 may be sized to

systems 102 and the data storage 203 and 204 . This process

provide about one to twenty percent of the total data storage

may be referred to as “ failover ” .
One example of a storage system 110 having an archi

capacity of the storage system
Cap

110 . Thus , for a storage

system 110 that comprises about 40 terabytes of data storage

tecture similar to that illustrated in FIG . 1 is the DS8000TM
(from both hard disk drives 204 and SSDs 203 ), about 2
Enterprise Storage Server of International Business 45 terabytes of this storage space may be used as a secondary
Machines Corp . ( IBM®). The DS8000TM is a high perfor cache 300. The first cache 218 is typically a small percentage
mance , high capacity storage control providing data storage
of the size of the secondary cache 300 . As an exemplary
that is designed to support continuous operations and imple embodiment, the storage space for both the first cache 218
ment virtualization of data storage, and is presented herein
and the secondary cache 300 may be arranged in pages to
only by way of embodiment examples and is not intended to 50 provide ease of handling .
be limiting . Thus, the caching system discussed herein is not
Referring to FIGS. 2 , 3 and 4 , in one embodiment , heat

limited to the DS8000TM , but may be implemented in any

comparable storage control 200 having caching , regardless

metrics 310 are updated in step 410 and are applied to
provide selective population of the secondary cache 300

of the manufacturer, product name, or components or com
from candidate data submitted to the secondary cache .
ponent names associated with the system 110 .
55 In one embodiment, heat metrics 310 are employed to
In the example of FIG . 1 , each server 206 may comprise
filter 320 candidate data submitted for admission to the
one or more computer processors 212 and memory 214 . The secondary cache , for example data demoted from the first
computer processors 212 may comprise internal processing
cache 218 . Data is selected to tentatively be evicted (victim )
and storage capabilities to store software modules that run
from the secondary cache 300 , for example , identified by its

on the processors and , inter alia , are used to access data in 60 logical block address (LBA ). The heat metric 310 of the

the data storage 203 and 204 .

In one embodiment, the memory 214 may comprise a

candidate data is compared to the heat metric of the tenta
tively evicted data . Candidate data provided to the second

cache 218 . Whenever a host 102 accesses data from the ary data storage cache is rejected if its heatmetric is less than
storage system 110 , for example in a read operation , the the heatmetric of the tentatively evicted data ; and candidate
server 206 that performs the operation , for example reading 65 data is admitted to the secondary data storage cache 300 if
data from storage 203 and 204 , may save the data in its cache

its heat metric is equal to or greater than the heat metric of

218 in the event is may be required again . If the data is

the tentatively evicted data.
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The heatmetrics 310 and statistics are maintained by the

track the heat metric for the storage system 110 . The heat

control 200 of FIG . 1 as is the operation of the filter 320 . In

metric 310 , 410 may comprise the average heatmetric of the

one embodiment, the heat metrics are maintained for all of

pages in the MRU end .

the data in the data storage system 110 , comprising any of
In one embodiment, wherein the data comprise pages of
the first data storage cache 218 , the secondary data storage 5 data , and each reference of the accessed data list is a

cache 300 and the data storage 204 , of the data storage

reference to a page of data , a pointer to the page of data is
Still referring to FIGS. 2 , 3 and 4 , the selective population
data stored in the caches 218 and 300 .
of
data
data storage cache 300 begins at step
One example of a heatmetric is a count of the number ofit 10 400 wheninto, insecondary
step
415
,
a candidate page is provided . In one
times that the page of data has been accessed (“ hit ” ) since it embodiment, the candidate
page Cis demoted from the first

system . Alternatively , the heat metrics are maintained for

maintained for each reference .

was last stored within the data storage system . For example ,

cache 218 , for example by a LRU algorithm for the first

data may be located in data storage 204 and be read by a host

maintained by the storage control 200 of FIG . 1.
ter cache
system and stored additionally in the first cache 218 . Alter
In step 420 , the control looks up the heat metric tempera
natively, the data may most recently have been stored
in 15 ture
ture of
of the
the candidate
candic page C “ T (C )” in the heatmetrics 310 ,
secondary cache 300 and in data storage 204 . Stillstored
alternain 15 wherein
the heatmetric has been previously determined 410 ,
tively, data may be stored only in data storage 204. Still above . As discussed above , the heat metric may not be for
further, newly written data may be stored in one of the the specific candidate page, but may comprise the heat
caches, pending movement into data storage 204 . The num
metric for an extent , or may comprise the heat metric of a

ber of hits can be implemented in the form of a counter in 20 plurality of data, such as a selected number of pages of data ,
themetadata entry for each page , for example. Themetadata that are at an LRU end of the LRU algorithm . The control
may be maintained as data handling information 330 .
may employ a pointer to look up the heat metric .
Other examples ofheatmetrics comprise a number of hits
In step 425 , the control selects the data to tentatively be
of a page over a limited period of time. The heat metrics may
evicted from the secondary cache, for example by using the
alternatively comprise a ratio of hits to a page compared to 25 LRU algorithm for the secondary cache 300 . The data to
tentatively be evicted from the secondary cache may also be
an average of hits to all pages.

weight or no weight to hits that are not recent. For example,

Still further, the heat metrics may be aged , giving less

called a “ victim ” V . The data tentatively to be evicted may,
for example , be identified by its address, such as a LBA

secondary cache 300 is determined by control 200 of FIG .

ture of the victim page V “ T ( V ) ” tentatively to be evicted

control bases the heat metric 310 , 410 of the tentatively

the heat metric has been previously determined 410 , above .

evicted data on heat metrics of a plurality of data , such as a

As discussed above , the heat metric may not be for the

the LRU algorithm . Various LRU algorithms are known to
those of skill in the art and are directed to determining the

plurality of data , such as a selected number of pages of data ,
that are at an LRU end of the LRU algorithm . The control

data that has not been hit either recently or often , or a

may employ a pointer to look up the heat metric .

the aging may be linear or exponential.
(logical block address ).
In one embodiment, the tentatively evicted data of the 30 In step 430 , the control looks up the heat metric tempera
1 with an LRU ( least recently used ) algorithm 340 , and the

from the secondary cache in the heat metrics 310 , wherein

selected number of pages of data , that are at an LRU end of 35 specific victim page, but may comprise the heat metric of a

combination . The heat metric 310 , 410 may comprise the
In step 440 , the control compares the heat metric 310 T (C )
average heat metric of the pages in the LRU end.
40 of the candidate data C submitted to the secondary cache

Still referring to FIGS. 2 , 3 and 4 , in one embodiment, the

data comprise pages of data ; and the heat metrics 310 , 410

are determined by counting hits for the heat metric on a per

300, to the heat metric 310 T (V ) of the tentatively evicted

data V.

The control, in step 450 , rejects candidate data C submit

page basis .
ted for admission to the secondary data storage cache 300
Alternatively , the data comprise pages of data and the heat 45 whose heat metric T (C ) is less than the heat metric T ( V ) of
metrics are determined by counting hits to extents compris - the tentatively evicted data V ; and , in step 460 , admits to the

ing multiple pages. The heat metrics may be determined

secondary data storage cache 300 , candidate data C submit

based on one or more of the pages within an extent using

ted for admission to the secondary data storage cache whose

existing metadata 330 , but it is implicitly assumed that all

heat metric T ( C ) is equal to or greater than the heat metric

the consecutive pages of the extent have the same heat 50 T (V ) of the tentatively evicted data V . Step 490 looks for the

metric. As the result , the footprint of the metadata required

next candidate page.

218 , 300 , such as a ghost list. A reference to the data is

herein is to expose the identification of the data as a

reference already exists in the accessed data list; the heat

and for the victim V.

to track the heat metric for an extent is lessened depending
In a data storage system 110 that tracks the heatmetrics
of the data for other purposes , and that uses some mecha
on the size of the extents .
In another embodiment, the heat metrics 310 , 410 are of nism such as an LRU list to identify the data to be demoted
data of an accessed data list 350 independent of the caches 55 from the first storage 218 , the additional code required

inserted into the accessed data list as it is hit , unless the

metrics are determined for the data of the accessed data list,

candidate C and to look up the heat metric for the candidate

A person of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the

and a cold heat metric , for example of “ 0 ” , is assumed for 60 embodiments of the present invention , disclosed herein ,

data not in the accessed data list. The accessed data list 350
may comprise the MRU (most recently used ) end of a MRU

including the computer -implemented storage control 200 for
controlling the population of data into the secondary data

skill in the art and are directed to determining the data that

the functionality provided therein , may be embodied as a

algorithm . Various MRU algorithms are known to those of

storage cache 300 of the storage system 110 of FIG . 1, and

has been hit either recently or often , or a combination . The 65 system , method or computer program product. Accordingly ,

size of the ghost list is several times the size of the secondary

cache, and reduces the footprint of the metadata required to

embodiments of the present invention may take the form of

an entirely hardware embodiment, an entirely software
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embodiment (including firmware , resident software , micro

These computer program instructions may also be stored

code, etc .) or a combination thereof, such as an embodiment
combining software and hardware aspects that may all

in a computer readable medium that can direct a computer,
other programmable data processing apparatus , or other

generally be referred to herein as a " circuit ,” “ module” or

devices to function in a particular manner, such that the
duce an article of manufacture including instructions which
implement the function /act specified in the flowchart and /or
block diagram block or blocks.

" system .” Furthermore, embodiments of the present inven - 5 instructions stored in the computer readable medium pro

tion may take the form of a computer program product
embodied in one ormore non -transitory computer readable
medium (s ) having computer readable program code embod
The computer program instructions may also be loaded
ied thereon .
a computer , other programmable data processing appa
Any combination ofone ormore, non -transitory computer 10 onto
ratus
,
other devices to cause a series of operational steps
readable media may be utilized . The computer readable to be orperformed
on the computer, other programmable
medium may be a computer readable storage medium . A apparatus
or
other
devices to produce a computer imple
computer readable storage medium may be , for example ,but
mented process such that the instructions which execute on

not limited to , an electronic , magnetic , optical, electromag - 15 the computer or other programmable apparatus provide
netic , infrared , or semiconductor system , apparatus , or processes for implementing the functions/ acts specified in
device , or any suitable combination of the foregoing . More
the flowchart and /or block diagram block or blocks.
specific examples ( a non - exhaustive list) of the computer
Those of skill in the art will understand that changes may

readable storage medium would include the following : an be made with respect to the methods discussed above ,
electrical connection having one or more wires , a portable 20 including changes to the ordering of the steps . Further, those
computer diskette, a hard disk , a random access memory
of skill in the art will understand that differing specific
(RAM ), a read -only memory (ROM ), an erasable program

component arrangements may be employed than those illus

mable read - only memory (EPROM or Flash memory ) , an

trated herein .

optical fiber, a portable compact disc read-only memory

W hile the preferred embodiments of the present invention

(CD - ROM ), an optical storage device, a magnetic storage 25 have been illustrated in detail , it should be apparent that
device , or any suitable combination of the foregoing . In the
modifications and adaptations to those embodiments may

context of this document, a computer readable storage

occur to one skilled in the art without departing from the

medium may be any tangible medium that can contain or

scope of the present invention as set forth in the following

store a program for use by or in connection with an instruc
tion execution system , apparatus, or device .

Program code embodied on a computer readable medium

claims.
30

may be transmitted using any appropriate medium , includ -

ing but not limited to wireless , wireline , optical fiber cable ,

What is claimed is :

1. A computer program product for populating data into a

secondary data storage cache of a computer- implemented

cache data storage system , said computer program product

RF, etc., or any suitable combination of the foregoing.
comprising computer-usable storage medium having non
Computer program code for carrying out operations for 35 transitory computer -usable program code embodied therein ,
embodiments of the present invention may be written in any said computer-usable program code comprising :
combination of one or more programming languages,
computer -usable program code to determine heat metrics
including an object oriented programming language such as
of data of said data storage system , said heat metrics
Java , Smalltalk , C + + or the like and conventional procedural
considering an age of said data such that a predeter
programming languages, such as the “ C ” programming 40
mined weight is assessed corresponding to a number of

language or similar programming languages . The program

code may execute entirely on the user ' s computer , partly on
the user ' s computer , as a stand - alone software package ,

partly on the user's computer and partly on a remote

computer or entirely on the remote computer or server . In the 45

latter scenario , the remote computer may be connected to the
user ' s computer through any type of network , including a

local area network (LAN ) or a wide area network (WAN ), or

the connection may be made to an external computer ( for

example , through the Internet using an Internet Service 50

Provider ).
Embodiments of the present invention are described

above with reference to flowchart illustrations and /or block
diagrams of methods, apparatus ( systems) and computer
program products according to embodiments of the inven - 55

tion. It will be understood that each block of the flowchart
illustrations and /or block diagrams, and combinations of
blocks in the flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams,
can be implemented by computer program instructions.
These computer program instructions may be provided to a 60
processor of a general purpose computer, special purpose

hits linearly aged over a timeperiod , wherein no weight

is assessed to hits which occurred less recently than a
certain timeframe within the time period ;
computer-usable program code to select a plurality of data
to tentatively be evicted from said secondary cache,
said plurality of data selected with an LRU (least
recently used ) algorithm and comprising a plurality of
data at an LRU end of said LRU algorithm ;

computer - usable program code to determine a heat metric
ofsaid tentatively evicted plurality of data at said LRU

end of said LRU algorithm ;

computer- usable program code to compare said heat
metric of candidate data submitted from a first data
storage cache for admission to said secondary cache , to
said heat metric of said tentatively evicted data ;

computer-usable program code to reject candidate data
provided from said first data storage cache to said
secondary data storage cache whose heat metric is less

than said heat metric of said tentatively evicted data
such that said hits to said candidate data from said first

data storage cache are compared to said hits to said

computer , or other programmable data processing apparatus

tentatively evicted data and said candidate data is

to produce a machine , such that the instructions, which

rejected from admission to said secondary data storage
cache if said hits of said candidate data are lower than
said hits of said tentatively evicted data ; and
computer- usable program code to insert into said second

execute via the processor of the computer or other program
mable data processing apparatus , create means for imple - 65
menting the functions /acts specified in the flowchart and/ or
block diagram block or blocks .

ary data storage cache, candidate data provided from
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said first data storage cache to said secondary data
storage cache whose heat metric is equal to or greater
than said heat metric of said tentatively evicted data
such that said candidate data is admitted to said sec
ondary data storage cache, when upon performing the 5
comparison , said hits of said candidate data are equal to
or higher than said hits of said tentatively evicted data ;
wherein said data comprise pages of data ; said heat
metrics are determined by counting said hits to
extents comprising multiple pages ; and said heat

metric of said tentatively evicted plurality of data is

inserting into said secondary data storage cache, candi
date data provided from said first data storage cache to
said secondary data storage cache whose heat metric is
equal to or greater than said heat metric of said tenta
tively evicted data such that said candidate data is
admitted to said secondary data storage cache, when
upon performing the comparison , said hits of said
candidate data are equal to or higher than said hits of
said tentatively evicted data ;
wherein said data comprise pages of data ; said heat
metrics are determined by counting said hits to

extents comprising multiple pages ; and said heat

based on an average of heat metrics of said plurality

of data at said LRU end of said LRU algorithm ; and
wherein said heat metrics are of data of an accessed 15
data list; and said computer-usable program code
additionally :
inserts a reference to data into said accessed data list
as it is hit , unless said reference already exists in
20
said accessed data list;
determines said heat metrics of said data of said
accessed data list; and
assumes a cold heat metric for data not in said

metric of said tentatively evicted plurality of data is
based on an average of heat metrics of said plurality

of data at said LRU end of said LRU algorithm ; and
wherein said heat metrics are of data of an accessed

data list; and said method additionally comprises:
list as it is hit, unless said reference already exists in
said accessed data list; determining said heat metrics
of said data of said accessed data list , and assuming
inserting a reference to data into said accessed data

a cold heat metric for data not in said accessed data

accessed data list.
list.
2 . The computer program product of claim 1 , wherein said 25 5 . The method of claim 4 . wherein said cache data storage
cache data storage system additionally comprises data stor
system additionally comprises data storage ; and wherein
age ; and wherein said heat metrics are based on heat of said
said heat metrics are based on heat of said data while said
data while said data was stored in any of said first data
data was stored in any of said first data storage cache, said
storage cache, said secondary data storage cache and said secondary
data storage cache and said data storage , of said
data storage , of said data storage system .
30 data storage system .
3. The computer program product of claim 1, wherein

6 . The method of claim 4 , wherein each reference of said
each reference of said accessed data list is a reference to a accessed
data list is a reference to a page of data, and
additionally
maintaining a pointer to said page of
code additionally maintains a pointer to said page of data for of data for eachcomprises
reference .
each reference .
7. A computer- implemented cache data storage system
4 . A method for populating data into a secondary data comprising
:
storage cache of a computer- implemented data storage sys
page of data , and wherein said computer -usable program

a first data storage cache ;

tem , comprising:

determining heat metrics of data of said data storage
system , said heat metrics considering an age of said 40
data such that a predetermined weight is assessed
corresponding to a number of hits linearly aged over a
time period , wherein no weight is assessed to hits
which occurred less recently than a certain timeframe

within the time period ;
selecting a plurality of data to tentatively be evicted from
said secondary cache , said plurality of data selected
with an LRU (least recently used ) algorithm and com
prising a plurality of data at an LRU end of said LRU
algorithm ;

45

50

determining a heat metric of said tentatively evicted
plurality of data at said LRU end of said LRU algo
rithm ;

comparing said heat metric of candidate data submitted
from a first data storage cache for admission to said 55

secondary cache, to said heat metric of said tentatively
evicted data ;

rejecting candidate data provided from said first data

storage cache to said secondary data storage cache
whose heat metric is less than said heat metric of said 60

tentatively evicted data such that said hits to said
candidate data from said first data storage cache are
compared to said hits to said tentatively evicted data

and said candidate data is rejected from admission to

said secondary data storage cache if said hits of said 65
candidate data are lower than said hits of said tenta

tively evicted data ; and

a secondary data storage cache; and

a control for populating data into said secondary data
storage cache, said control:
determining heat metrics of data of said data storage
system , said heat metrics considering an age of said
data such that a predetermined weight is assessed
corresponding to a number of hits linearly aged over a
time period , wherein no weight is assessed to hits
which occurred less recently than a certain timeframe
within the time period ;
selecting a plurality of data to tentatively be evicted from
said secondary cache, said plurality of data selected
with an LRU ( least recently used ) algorithm and com

prising a plurality of data at an LRU end of said LRU

algorithm ;
determining a heat metric of said tentatively evicted
plurality of data at said LRU end of said LRU algo

rithm ;
comparing said heat metric of candidate data submitted

from said first data storage cache for admission to said

secondary cache , to said heat metric of said tentatively
evicted data ;

rejecting candidate data provided from said first data
storage cache to said secondary data storage cache
whose heat metric is less than said heat metric of said
tentatively evicted data such that said hits to said

candidate data from said first data storage cache are
compared to said hits to said tentatively evicted data
and said candidate data is rejected from admission to
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said secondary data storage cache if said hits of said
candidate data are lower than said hits of said tenta

tively evicted data; and
inserting into said secondary data storage cache, candi
date data provided from said first data storage cache to 5
said secondary data storage cache whose heat metric is
equal to or greater than said heat metric of said tenta

12
reference to data into said accessed data list as it is

hit, unless said reference already exists in said
accessed data list; determines said heat metrics of

said data of said accessed data list , and assumes a
cold heat metric for data not in said accessed data
list.

8 . The computer -implemented cache data storage system
of
claim 7 , additionally comprising:
admitted to said secondary data storage cache, when
data
storage; and
upon performing the comparison, said hits of said 10 wherein
said heat metrics are based on heat of said data
candidate data are equal to or higher than said hits of
while
said data was stored in any of said first data
said tentatively evicted data ;
storage cache, said secondary data storage cache and
wherein said data comprise pages of data ; said heat
said data storage .
metrics are determined by counting said hits to
. The computer -implemented cache data storage system
extents comprising multiple pages ; and said heat 15 of 9claim
7, wherein said controlmaintains each reference of
metric of said tentatively evicted plurality of data is said accessed
data list as a reference to a page of data , and
based on an average of heatmetrics of said plurality
additionally
maintains
a pointer to said page of data for each
of data at said LRU end of said LRU algorithm ; and
reference .
wherein said heat metrics are of data of an accessed
data list; and said control additionally : inserts a
tively evicted data such that said candidate data is

